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MULTISKINNED(official music video)
New release of sound artist Thea Soti is a multi-dimensional,
alien-baroque visual statement to the futuristic, vocal-dense
electronic track of "MULTISKINNED". Originally composed
for the compilation "Sirens" by Budapest-based label EXILES,
the music is produced exclusively using the artist´s own voice,
being constantly recycled, digitally manipulated, twisted and
distorted. Soti is interested in testing out the limits of where
human ends and begins. And so does the music video, when
displaying a half-human and half--avatar, half-body and halfsculpture creature. Tripping between unsettling aesthetics and
characters, like enchanting siren, computer-generated avatar,
post-human queen or a genderless alien, we are watching an
otherwordly video performance, not just another music video.
Shot in Paris at the beginning of 2021, this is a collaboration
with filmmaker Youssef Chebbi, art director/conceptual
costume designer Nefeli Papadimouli and performance artist
Delphine Bereski.

MULTISKINNED
by Thea Soti
released on VA Sirens
https://exiles-electronics.bandcamp.com/album/sirens
• music by Arexibo / ZSÜJA / LAU / Shayu / Thea Soti / Daphne X / FH HF
/ Evil Medvěd / Sabiwa / Ai fen / Digitonica / Mári Mákó / Passive Collider
/ Rozi Mákó / Myroslava Kuts / MA'AM / Mala Herba / swanasa /
Orsolya Kaincz / Kinga Toth
• 20 tracks
• 85 minutes
• cassette / digital
digital mastering by Roland Nagy aka Fausto Mercier
cassette mastering by István Tanka aka Direct
co-curated by Valentina Várhelyi
object by Melinda Doktor
type by Adrienn Császár
text by Dominika Trapp
photo by Iza Nagy
THEA SOTI (HU/SRB)
Originally having a classical music background, educated in jazz and
contemporary improvised music, experimental vocalist and composer,
Thea Soti has only started producing electronic music recently.
Nowadays, she has shifted more towards producing, sound art and
installations. The Serbian-born, cosmpolitan-raised Soti is fascinated by all
facettes of the human voice, both in acoustic and digital contexts. Her
upcoming solo album is aiming at re-defining familiar vocal soundscapes
and investigating (posthuman) identities and human voice in a digital
context. By continuously manipulating, recycling and processing her own
voice, re-imagining folk-songs and improvising in unknown languages, she
would like to question the contemporary meaning of geographically
defined cultural heritage, borders, gender, language or traditional social
codes. Soti is a frequent collaborator with contemporary dancers and
hybrid formats of theatre and performance. She has worked and toured
internationally from New York, Paris, Copenhagen, London, Budapest,
Belgrade, Moscow, Marrakech to Tokyo and has been invited as artist-inresidence to Sonoscopia Porto, JAZZAJ/BMC Budapest, Balassi Institute
Brussels, Tarabya Cultural Academy in Istanbul or Cité internationale des
arts in Paris.
theasoti.com
instagram.com/theasoti
youtube.com/theasoti
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Thea Soti is not only interested in simply manipulating her own voice, but all the memories,
social affiliation and identity issues that come with it. It all gets shaken up, when we hear
voices and words that resemble humans, yet we fail to identify and assign them to any
cultural or geographical categories. She is messing with our heads, playing with our
deepest cultural codes and personal memories, as we get dizzy and lose orientation. She
creates well-crafted, multi-layered melodic structures, futuristic choirs and uses languages
that could belong to a parallel universe. Cyborg folksongs of another galaxy or anthems of
a cyborg space nation. Soti has a fine sense of balance, working that thin line between all
that still reminds us of human and something unknown and extraterrestrial. She says, its of
utmost importance to her that even when digitally manipulated, sliced and computerized,
always retain a piece of human touch in her music. That´s why most of her pieces are
exclusively based on her own voice and not using any programmed or recorded
instruments.
This half-human and half-something-else concept is also strongly reflected in the visual
concept and set design of the music video. It is subtle, yet obviously very present: the main
theme of the video is to create a situation and a character that both appear ordinary and
bizarre. At first sight, it is just the stereotypical female in a beautiful dress. But this dress is
much bigger than any human could wear and we come to realize that this siren is stuck and
trapped in this dress. The dress also very soon loses its primary meaning and more and
more represents the prolongation of her own body, skin and personal traumas. Especially,
when the video-diary-like images start flying and controlling her "dress-skin". As the blue
menu hits, she looks like being programmed into a non-human being. Ordinary systems
slowly shift to the out-of-ordinary, when the images of a pretty female character are
juxtaposed with an avatar-like, genderless creature. The elegant, underwater floating
movements change to robotic gestures that turn into desperate fluterring and an
uncoordinated scream for escape: twirled into her own dress (and own self), unable to
move anymore. The music video was shot in Paris at the end of January 2021 in
collaboration with filmmaker Youssef Chebbi, performance artist Delphine Bereski and art
director Nefeli Papadimouli, who also holds credits for the conceptual costume design.
They didn´t aim at making another music video. A rather wild path was undertaken to
experiment with hybrid formats, searching for passages between sculpture, conceptual
design, performance video and visual art.

